L3 Booklist 2015/2016

6th Grade Writing/Grammar:  Bob Jones University English 6 2nd Ed.  
ISBN: 9781606822302

6th Grade Math:  Math-U-See Zeta Student Pack

6th Grade Literature:
Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson  
Black Beauty by Anna Suwell  
The Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain - Choose what version is best for your child (Unabridged version Literary Touchstone Classic abridged version (somewhat easier to read) Classic Starts Series

7th Grade Math:  Curriculum can be found at: Christian Light Education.  
https://www.clp.org/store/by_course/51

LightUnit Set (701-710) Student workbooks

LightUnit Set (701-710) Answer key (Optional - for student to check answers on their own)  
LightUnit Set (701-710) Teacher Edition

Every parent need to purchase the teacher guides along with the workbooks. There are 10 in all. There are 2 teacher guides per grade, 1-5 for one and 6-10 for the other. The student answer keys are optional. This program is geared toward independent learning, spiral approach.

We will also have games and hands on learning during class.

7th Grade Language Arts:  Easy Grammar Plus  
ISBN-13: 9780936981130 Teacher's addition plus student workbook pages included. (This one is recommended as you will need to check your student's answers at home)

7th Writing

IEW and creative writing. Teacher will provide the material. Do not purchase.
7th Literature -

We will start with, **Amos Fortune, Free Man** By Elizabeth Yates
ISBN 0-14-034158-7

**Under a War-Torn Sky** By L. M. Elliott ISBN-10: 0786817534

**Annie Between the States** By L. M. Elliott ISBN-10 0060012137

**Michael Vey: The Prisoner of Cell 25** By Richard Paul Evans
ISBN-10 1442468122

****7th Literature Book Added**** Please have first day of class

**The Road Less Traveled - Reader** (Short stories and poems) ISBN: 9780878138524
($4.10 on Amazon) **The Road Less Traveled** presents 7th graders with examples of others whose choices affected their lives:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/0878138528/ref=tmm_other_meta_binding_used_olp_sr?ie=UTF8&condition=used&qid=&sr=

**OPTIONAL:** The Road Less Traveled LightUnit Set (701-705) Workbook:
https://www.clp.org/store/by_course/9

**OPTIONAL:** The Road Less Traveled LightUnit Set (701-705) Answer Key:
https://www.clp.org/store/by_course/9

In between books we will look at other pieces of writing that I will provide students with during class.

**8th Math: Math-U-See Pre-Algebra** (We will start at lesson 10. However, will review adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing negative numbers the first week) http://store.mathusee.com/catalog/math-u-see/secondary-math/prealgebra.html

Student Pack
Teacher's book and dvd (Purchase this, so you can check your child's answers at home. They can be found on ebay for very cheap)

**8th Writing: The Lost Tools of Writing Level One - Student Workbook (MUST BE 5TH EDITION. THE OTHER EDITIONS ARE DIFFERENT)**

8th Grammar: (Choose which book you want to do from below. We will go over both in class. I will make a copy for in classwork for which ever one you do not have. Do not purchase both unless you want to.)


OR


8th Literature: (We are continuing this series since the kids really enjoyed this book. Only purchase the Michael Vey 3 first. Do not purchase the 4th and 5th book yet, in case we decide we would like to read something else).

Do not read these during summer. We will be reading so many chapters per week, so we can analyze, decide motives, etc. If the book is already read, we cannot discuss in the same manner. It also keeps anticipation and excitement week by week and makes the class more interesting. Also, it keeps kids from spoiling it for others.

If you have not read Michael Vey 1 and 2, please do so over the summer. They can be listened to on audio book within 2 weeks or less easily.

These can be found at the library, purchased as a hard copy, kindle, or audio book.

Michael Vey 3: Battle of the Ampere

Michael Vey 4: Hunt for Jade Dragon

Michael Vey 5: Storm of Lightning

****8th Grade Literature- Book Added
Please have Michael Vey 3 and Where Roads Diverge Reader by the first class.
Where Roads Diverge - Reader (Short stories and poems) ISBN: 9780878138562 ($2.87 on Amazon) Where Roads Diverge presents eighth graders with examples of people who faced diverging roads, and the ways in which their choices affected their own lives and the lives of others.

History 6-8 Book List:

- **Time Travelers American History**: There will be a fee per family
- **The Story of the USA Book 2** ISBN-13: 978-0838816332:
- **The Story of the USA Book 3** ISBN-13: 978-0838816356:
- **The Story of the USA Book 4** ISBN-13: 9780838816370: (Will not be needed until after January)
  - **OPTIONAL**: For those that would like to continue using the American Republic book used last year in class, chapters will be correlated with the other books being used above. There will still be a fee for Time Travelers History, as this is our main source of information and activities being used.


6th-8th Science Book List:

**Elemental Science**: Physics for the Logic Stage. There will be a fee. We will purchase the co-op package

- **The DK Encyclopedia of Science** (DK EOS) ISBN # 978-0756622204

(Do not purchase the two books below till after January to see if you will need them. It is used at the end of the science book, which you may not get to)

- Bridges and Tunnels by Donna Latham ISBN # 978-1-936749-51-5
- Robotics by Kathy Ceceri ISBN # 978-1-93674-975-1

**Basic Life skills**: Teacher Led


It does not have to be this specific atlas but it needs to be a recent one and brought to school each week.

**6-8th Critical Thinking**: Teacher Led
6th /7th grade Spanish I: The Learnables Book 1 grammar and audio cd set ISBN: 9781887371605 I have found this set at Homeschool Hangout, Rainbow Resource and in limited amounts on Amazon. Pricing for the set ranges from $55.00 - $63.00. We will also be using the Duolingo app/website for added practice/homework. This is a free program but you will need to set up an account and once I have my class list I will send out an invite link for the dashboard we will be using.

8th grade Spanish I: Teacher led; copy fee

L3 Case For Christ Bible Class: Case for Christ Book youth edition


L3 Drama: Teacher Led

L3 Art: Teacher Led

*TBD (to be determined)